Creative Readings & *Case Reserve Review* Launch Party  
Thursday, April 14, 4:00-7:30 p.m.  
Guilford Parlor (with refreshments in Guilford Dining Room)

4:00-4:40  Senior Creative Capstone Readings

4:00-4:10  Shaun Bell  
4:10-4:20  Jon Backmann  
4:20-4:30  Brennon Ham  
4:30-4:40  Fatima Espiritu

4:40-4:45  *polyvocal reading* from collaborative poem, *Goddashes, Embering*  
English 373/473: Kate Dunning, Nicole Emmelhainz, Jesse McGuinness, Fatima Espiritu, Gianela Diaz-Gaines, Emma Sleva, Sarah Gridley

4:45-4:50  Jennifer Wu  
4:50-4:55  Susan Dumbrys  
4:55-5:00  London Holt  
5:00-5:05  Jesse McGuinness  
5:05-5:10  Jason Carney  
5:10-5:15  Nicole Emmelhainz  
5:15-5:20  Katharine Bussert  
5:20-5:25  Marie Lathers  
5:25-5:30  Unique Smith  
5:30-5:35  Lydia Burke  
5:35-5:40  Emma Sleva  
5:40-5:45  Kate Dunning  
5:45-5:50  Alex Aloi  
5:50-5:55  T. J. Madden  
5:55-6:00  Christopher Gellert  
6:00-6:05  Precious Amoako  
6:05-6:10  Diandra Starks

6:10-7:30  *Case Reserve Review* Spring 2011 Launch Party